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Now available on MacOS (note: dedicated graphics card is *highly recommended* for the best experience)

“Stories Untold” is a narrative-driven experimental adventure game, that bends the genre into something completely unique.
Combining a mix of classic text-adventure, point-and-click and more, 4 short stories are packaged together into a single

mysterious anthology that has been described as “a fantastic, fascinating example of interactive visual storytelling” (Telegraph
5/5) and earning widespread critical acclaim since release.

The game pulls together 80s retro nostalgia, innovative and experimental genre-defying gameplay, and tense, phycological
horror to create “one of the most fascinating and unique tales you can play this year” (GameSpew 9/10).

The first Episode “The House Abandon” is now available for free via a demo, to give you a glimpse of what is in store in the full
game.

“Stories Untold” was developed by No Code, a Glasgow based ex-AAA development team headed up by Jon McKellan (Alien:
Isolation) and Omar Khan.

Features:
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-Four unique stories, with their own settings, gameplay and mechanics.
-Play mind-bending text adventures, process radio transmissions and conduct experiments on bizarre artifacts

-Gorgeous retro-aesthetic brings back vivid memories, or a glimpse into what was.
-Sublime synth-wave horror soundtrack, inspired by 80s horror soundtracks.

-Achievements to unlock, and narrative secrets to discover
-Genre-hopping: from psychological horror, to tense mystery and terrifying sci-fi; Stories Untold is truly “4 stories, 1

nightmare”.
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Title: Stories Untold
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
No Code
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Mac OS X 10.9.5 or later

Processor: Intel Core™ i5-4570S

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 750 or similar

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Lights Off, Headphones On

English
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I was only able to play for a few minutes and then my virus software closed out of the game and said that it had detected a
malicious virus and named this game. So I turned off my virus software and tried playing the game and it wouldn't load. So I
uninstalled it and reinstalled it and it still wouldn't play. Then I had issues with my steam password. After hours of getting my
password to reset, and in the meantime I had turned on my virus software again, I had enough. So I just uninstalled it again. I
also uninstalled the sequel since I wasn't able to play the original that has malicious software. Not worth it.. i actually had fun
playing this.... 10\/10. This is a fun game. You will likely have to lower the difficulty on some levels and go back later and try
them again. So far I am enjoying the game. Not good yet. Like others have said, it has potential. But right now it is not good or
fun. There is absolutely no structure to the game. You are plopped down into an open space, given some guns and turrets then
baddies come at you. The controls are bad, the guns track badly, the reloading mechanism make you want to just forget that the
game has guns to play with, it is so low rez that you cannot tell what is going on. This is alpha state, maybe even pre alpha. Give
the developers time to actually produce a game and not just proof of concept for friends to play, then maybe it will be worth
selling to people.. I took a crap once that came to life. That animated turd found a mate and they together were married and had
several turd babies. One of those turd babies married a used diaper. Together they had one child. That child grew up and
became a game developer and created a game called Snow Cat Simulator to sell on Steam.

This is not Farm Simulator with snow.

It is a thrown together turd\/used diaper which sucks.

. Cute creatures \u2713
Outer space \u2713
pixel\/ restro \u2713
arcade style \u2713
good price \u2713

When I'm playing in this game, I can feel like child again. It was the best time, time when I played my first games on pegasus
etc. What can I say? I love this game <3

Summary:
I recommended my friends to buy it!. this was worth buying loot boxes for. Unplayable on a Macbook Pro running macOS
Sierra. Start buttons aren't detected and game won't go full screen. Super disappointed.. Apart from the minor glitch while
rotating the camera view, this game is very fun! I have hooked on to this game since the day I bought it. There are very few
games that will get me addicted but this game is an exception. This game has realistic units and different types of emergency
vehicles at your disposal! A great game to have in my opinion..... Eh, I mean if you're into fish and that kinda stuff then yeah.
Never seen the movie but from what I can gather from playing this game a fish named nemo is being searched for.

7\/10
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This game is cheap and easy to learn. It plays like Mario Kart. The grinding for better cars isn't bad. I highly recommend if
you're looking for a cart racing game.. I rather like this game.

The developers made a very clean game with lovely graphics and smooth gameplay. I haven't quite finished Mercury yet, but
I've enjoyed the challenges put forth in this game. While not necessarily difficult, getting all three of the yellow
asteroids\/moons offers an extra bit of fun worth attempting.

Furthermore, they seemed willing to work late on a Friday evening to help with a setup-related problem. I find that quite
commendable.. Not a bad game over all except units get stuck off screen and sometimes in barriers and you cant shoot them
meaning the entire level has to be redone. This needs to be fixed before I could recommend.. The Story, the graphics and the
open world are new milestones in Game Business. Better than EA because no DLC\u00b4s, everything is in the Game from the
beginning. Everyone that loved the first RTR as much as i did, will love this one too.
Keep up the good work Spell Helix. :). NetherGate:Resurrection is a classic! I played the original Nethergate back in the day as
well as this update when it came out. This version is fantastic, just like the other.

Choose Roman or Celt for different experiences, abilities and encounters! This is a turn based\/party-based RPG with a lot of
replay value and excellent leveling system and story.

If you like classic RPG goodness sprinkled with historical context, you can't go wrong with NetherGate:Resurrection
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